
Reading Workshop 
Tuesday January 16th 2024



Aims of the Reading Workshop:

• The importance of reading
• VIPERS
• Recommended Reads
• How to help at home
• How we teach Reading 
• Can you help?!
• The next Reading Workshop 











Recommended Reads 

• These are found in each classroom in the Book Nook
• These are good quality texts 
• The aim is to read and enjoy these













“Reading is the gateway for children that makes all other learning possible.” – Barack 
Obama.
Intent: At Wimbish Primary Academy, we value reading as a key life skill and are 
dedicated to enabling our pupils to become lifelong readers. 

We expect our children to leave Wimbish Primary Academy reading 
fluently and effortlessly, with understanding at an age appropriate 
interest level in readiness for Secondary School. 
For this to be achieved, carefully planned, systematic, multi-sensory 
Phonics lessons are taught to enable children to become equipped to 
decode words accurately; develop an understanding of our complex 
phonetic code and consequently, become fluent readers. English lessons 
focus on developing a ‘living library’ in children’s minds, created by 
engagement with high quality books throughout their Primary years. Our 
approach to teaching reading is ‘Phonics First…but not forever’ as 
fluency, comprehension and enjoyment of reading across the whole 
curriculum are our ultimate goals as the children move through the 
school.



In EYFS, reading is an important feature inside and outside the classroom. We have a range of ways in which we promote 
reading: 

• Book corners that are stimulating and accessible owned and loved by children, indoors and outdoors. 

• Using core books to plan for children’s interests and class topics 

• Children have the opportunity to read to an adult, using phonically decodable reading books. Reading records 
communicate reading progress between home and school and include teachers’ and parents’ feedback. 

• Having enthusiastic staff who share their excitement of books with children 

• Having a range of quality books available in all areas of the classroom 

• Having opportunities for independent writing in all areas of the classroom 

• Using story props, story sacks, role-play areas and displays to enhance core books and vocabulary

• Involving parents in understanding the importance of early literacy though parents’ workshops, newsletters, home 
shared reading and reading books etc. 

• Listening to and joining in a variety of genres, for example, non-fiction, poems, recorded stories, rhymes etc. 

• Opportunities to retell and to act out stories using props and story maps.



KS1: 
As the children become more confident readers, they participate in reading sessions where they 
can enjoy stories, poems and non-fiction, often linked to past and present topics. The books are 
used to teach specific reading skills and enable the children to develop language and ideas for 
their own writing as well discussing new words and their meanings. They are taught a range of 
strategies to decode words, with an emphasis on phonological knowledge and word building 
skills. They are encouraged to express their opinions about the books they read, giving reasons for 
their answers and indicate their comprehension of texts through adult questioning and group 
discussion.

• Individual reading and whole class/shared reading happens throughout the week 
or 30 minutes to further develop word recognition and comprehension skills. 

• In all these activities, the teaching teams will look for opportunities to deepen
‘book talk’ and to develop the children’s spoken vocabulary.



KS2
-Most children are reading fluently by the time they start Key Stage 2. Our task now
is to make sure the children’s understanding of the text is keeping up with their
ability to read fluently.

-The teaching team will be asking highly focused questions that challenge children's ideas:
• In fiction, we will be developing their ability to infer, deduce and to speculate on
the reasons for authors' character, setting and plot choices. We will be using new
texts as an opportunity to grow a rich spoken vocabulary.
• We will use non-fiction texts to deepen the children’s understanding of subjects 

across the curriculum. We are seeking to ensure children appreciate reading helps 
them to understand the world around them. Again, we aim to use reading as a tool 
to increase the children’s vocabulary across every subject area. 







Key Stage 2 





Classroom visits

• Wander around and find your child/children reading and ask them what 
they are reading?

• KS1: will be reading one of the Recommended Reads and the adult will be 
asking questions from the VIPERS bookmark

• KS2: will be ‘Book Tasting’ and reading a Recommended Read; finding 
delicious/interesting words in the book and completing a book review.

At 9.30am, you will return to the hall and will have the opportunity to ask 
questions.



KS1                                     KS2 (Y3-6)



What would you like…?

• Add your child’s name and class to the list if you 
would like any of the following:

• Another Recommended Reads booklet
• Bookmark
• To come and hear individual children read (DBS and 2 

references will be needed)
• Ideas for the next reading workshop
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